
 Format

• Please send all files in 44.1khz / 24 bit wav format, Stereo interleaved    
(if you work in Pro Tools, please make sure you choose this over 
split L/R).

•  All files should start at the same point
• Please label your separate files (if there are multiple tracks of the       

same sound, i.e. a Kick, simply name them Kick 1-2-3 or Kick Bottom, 
Kick Top etc.)

• If you’re sending vocals only to mix with an instrumental that has      
already been mixed, please ask the producer to send you an           
unmastered version of the instrumental

• No mp3’s please!

 Folders

• Please bounce all your files to the following appropriate sub folders:    
Drums, Bass, FX, Instruments,Vocals, Aux FX/Sends.

• On the main folder please include artist & song name, tempo and      
key.

• Please don’t send more than 60 Tracks per Song. 
If you have more Tracks, please bounce some Tracks 
(22 Gang Vocals -> 4 Gang Stereo Tracks, …)



 FX - Dry & wet

Ideally I’d like to get all files both wet & dry, meaning one version with all 
your fx printed and one version completely dry without any fx applied.
I totally understand that certain effects, i.e. on a vocal or a drum sound, can 
be super important to the sound and feel of a song. 
By giving me all files each with and without fx we’ll make sure that your 
vision stays in the final mix while still giving me the chance to change 
whatever I might find worth changing.
An easy way to send both dry & wet files is to use all your fx as aux returns / 
sends. That way you keep the original signal dry but give me the applied fx 
on an extra track that I can add to taste.
If you’re sending dry vocals please make sure you keep any tuning fx (like 
Autotune, Melodyne etc.) on.
Bounce the files in the same volume you had them for the wet version of 
the files. The ideal level of your files should be -18 dBfs.

 Rough / Demo Mixes

Please make sure you include your own demo mix. Ideally as full version 
with vocals and instrumental version.

 Reference Songs / Mixes

If you have a certain song that you consider a great direction / reference for 
your song, feel free to include that or send a link. 
It helps to know what you love.
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